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5.1 Absorption of light

Materials absorb electromagnetic wave in various ways. Free carrier absorption, impurity absorption, absorp-
tion by lattice vibration, etc. though the main absorption used in the optical devices is the absorption due to the
interband transition of electrons. Thus in this sub-section, we will see the very basics of the interband transition
absorption.

For simplicity, we write a plane electromagnetic wave with a linear polarization propagating alongz axis
with vector potentialA as

A = A0e exp[i(kp · r − ωt)]. (5.1)

The wavenumberkp is (0, 0, kp)，e is the polarizaiton vector and we putex = (1, 0, 0). The electric field
E = −∂A/∂t, the magnetic fieldH = µ−1rotA (µ is the permeability of the medium), then the energy flow
density (Poynting vector) is

I = ⟨E ×H⟩ = ϵ0cn̄ω
2A2

0

2
ez. (5.2)

n̄ is the refractive index (light speed in the medium isc′ = 1/
√
ϵ1ϵ0µ1µ0 (ϵ1, µ1 are the ratio of dielectric

constant and that of magnetic permeability to those of vacuum)n̄ = c/c′ =
√
ϵ1µ1), ez = (0, 0, 1).

The absorption of light causes the exponential damping of the intensity|I| asI(z) = I0 exp(−αz). The
damping constantα is theabsorption coefficient. From this definitionα = −dI/Idz = −dI/Ic′dt. Thus
if we assign the averaged number of photons absorbed in the unit time and the unit volume asW , then the
decreasing rate ofI is written as~ωW giving

α =
~ωW
I

=
2~ωW

ϵ0cn̄ω2A2
0

. (5.3)

Among the various absorption mechanisms, that caused by a valence electron absorbing a photon and being
excited to the conduction band, is calledfundamental absorption. The fundamental absorption begins just
above the band gap. The absorption just at the band gap is called “band edge absorption”.

We write the Hamiltonian of the system asH = (p + eA)2/2m0 + V (r) and treatA as a perturbation.
With ignoring A2, H = H0 + (e/m0)A · p. Bloch functions in conduction band and valence band are
written as|ck⟩ = ucke

ikr, |vk⟩ = uvke
ikr respectively and the perturbation term causes the transition from

the valence band to the conduction band with the probabilityWvc per unit volume in the Fermi’s golden rule
approximation as

Wvc =
2πe

~m0
|⟨ck|A · p|vk′⟩|2δ(Ec(k)− Ev(k

′)− ~ω) =
πe2

2~m2
0

A2
0|M |2δ(Ec(k)− Ev(k

′)− ~ω), (5.4)

M =

∫
V

d3r

V
ei(kp+k′−k)·ru∗ck(r)e·(p+~k′)uvk′(r) =

∑
l e

i(kp+k′−k)·Rl

V

∫
Ω
d3ru∗ck(r)e·(p+~k′)uvk′(r)

=
N

V
δkp+k′−k,K

∫
Ω
d3ru∗ck(r)e · (p+ ~k′)uvk′(r). (5.5)
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Figure 5.1: (a) Schematic illustration of band alignment in a direct gap semiconductor. (b) The same for an
indirect gap semiconductor.

Here,l is the label of lattice points,V , Ω are the volumes of the system and the unit cell respectively.K is a
reciprocal lattice vector,kp a photon wavenumber,N the total number of the lattice points,NΩ = V .

In eq.(5.5) we implicitly consider a direct excitation of an electron by the electromagnetic field of a photon.
Such a transition is called adirect transition . The necessary condition for the momentum conservation in a
fundamental absorption iskp + k′ − k = K, though practically from common values of band gaps, effective
masses and lattice constants, it turns to beK = 0. Also within the dipole transition approximation,kp can be
ignored and we can putk = k′. uck(r), uvk(r) belong to different eigenvalues hence the term of~k′ in (5.5)
vanishes giving

M =

∫
Ω

d3r

Ω
u∗ck(r)e · puvk(r). (5.6)

From (5.3) and (5.6), we assumek-dependence ofM is weak and obtain the expression for the absorption
coefficient for direct transition as

αda =
πe2

n̄ϵ0ωcm2
0

|M |2
∑
k

δ(Ec(k)− Ev(k)− ~ω). (5.7)

The summation part onk is calledjoint density of states. Let us write it asJcv(~ω) andEc(k) − Ev(k) as
Ecv(k), and turn the summation onk in an integral form to get

Jcv(~ω) =
∑
k

δ(Ecv(k)− ~ω) = 2

∫
d3k

(2π)3
δ(Ecv(k)− ~ω). (5.8)

We transform the integral ink-space into that on the infinitesimal areadS on an equi-energy surface and on the
energyEcv. By writing thek-component perpendicular to the equi-energy surface ask⊥, the integration can be
transformed into

d3k = dSdk⊥ = dS
dk⊥
dEcv

dEcv = dS|∇kEcv|−1dEcv,

∴ Jcv(~ω) =
2

(2π)3

∫
dS

|∇kEcv(k)|Ecv=~ω
. (5.9)

From the above we see that we have absorption anomalies around the points where the integrand of (5.9)
vanishes. Let us consider the case of a direct gap semiconductor as illustrated in Fig.5.1(a), and assumeEcv =
Eg, ∇kEcv = 0 at k = k0. In the expansion ofEcv aroundk0, the first order term is zero and taking the
second order term we get

Ecv(k) = Eg +
∑
i

~2

2ξi
(ki − ki0)

2. (5.10)
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Figure 5.2: (a) illustrates the energy dependence of absorption coefficients for a direct and an indirect gap semi-
conductors. (b) Absorption coefficient of GaAs calculated from (5.12) with substituting material parameters at
low temperatures.

For simplicity letξi > 0(i = 1, 2, 3). With variable translation(~/(2ξi)1/2)(ki − ki0) = si,

Ecv = Eg +
∑
i

s2i ≡ Eg + s2, d3k =

√
8ξ1ξ2ξ3
~3

ds1ds2ds3,

We also consider the integration ins-space with that on equi-energy surfaces and on the energy. Because
|∇sEcv| = 2s,

Jcv =
2

(2π)3

√
8ξ1ξ2ξ3
~3

∫
dS

2s
=

1

2π2

√
8ξ1ξ2ξ3
~3

√
~ω − Eg =

√
2

π2
m

3/2
r

~3
√

~ω − Eg. (5.11)

The calculation in the last line is for a direct gap semiconductor as illustrated in Fig.5.1(a), based on the
assumption of isotropic effective mass at the band edge,i.e., ∀i ξi = mr. Fromm−1

r = m∗−1
e +m∗−1

h this
is the reduced mass for an electron-hole pair. After all, (5.11) is the density of states in a three dimensional
k space, that is just a re-calculation of the density of states in a three dimensional system (2.14). In this case,
from the expression of the absorption coefficient in a direct transition (5.7),

α(~ω) =
e2(2mr)

3/2|M |2

2πϵ0m2
0n̄ωc~3

√
~ω − Eg, (5.12)

is obtained. The factor in the left hand side other than the joint density of states

fvc =
2|M |2

m0~ω
, (5.13)

in which |M |2/ω is representing the strength of the transition. The dimensionless quantityfvc is calledoscil-
lator strength.

In the case of Fig.5.1(b), the conduction band bottom and the valence band top place at different points
in k-space, the selection rulek = k′ cannot be fulfilled within the photon-electron system. With the aid of a
phonon with the wavenumberq, the optical transition becomes available. This is calledindirect transition and
the semiconductors which have indirect transition absorptions just at the band edges, are calledindirect gap
semiconductors.

In indirect gap semiconductors, the energy dependence of the absorption coefficient shows complicated
structures in general due to the dispersion relations of phonons. If we roughly average such structures the
dependence is known to be as

αid(~ω) ∝ (~ω − Eg)
2.

Thus discussed energy dependences of absorption coefficients for direct and indirect gap semiconductors are
schematically illustrated in Fig.5.2(a). Also the absorption coefficient of GaAs calculated from (5.12) with the
material parameters at low temperatures is plotted as a function of energy in Fig.5.2(b).
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5.2 Emission of light

A semiconductor emits photons in so many ways. A representative is due to the recombination of an electron-
hole pair. Minority carriers excited in various ways such as the absorption of light described above, emit the
excess energies as photons through theradiative recombination with majority carriers. On the other hand,
there are processes callednon-radiative recombination, in which the electron-hole pairs dissipate their excess
energies without emitting photons. The light emission due to radiative recombination is calledluminescence,
among which the emission with comparatively short lifetime is calledfluorescence, that with extremely long
lifetime is calledphosphorescence.

Luminescence is also classified with the species of excitation which create the electron-hole pairs.Photo-
luminescenceis from the optical absorption excitation, which is describe in the previous section.Electrolu-
minescenceis caused by electric field excitation of recombination centers or by electron-hole pairs excitation
with current injection through pn junctions. In some cases electron-hole pairs are disturbed from recombination
due to trapping or other energy barriers and thermal activation causes the recombination and photon emission.
This phenomenon is calledthermoluminescence, which has been a recent hot topic as an application to an
accumulation type radio dose meter.

5.2.1 Spontaneous emission, stimulated emission

EcEv

EFcEFv

E

E

f E( )

f Ev( ) f Ec( )

D ( )E Here we present a very general discussion on the photon
emission due to carrier recombination. As shown in App.G,
there are two characteristic emission processes:stimulated emis-
sion, in which the emission probability is proportional to the
density of photons at the corresponding energy in the vicinity
of the system;spontaneous emissionis due to the zero-point
motion of the electromagnetic field (the vacuum), which always
exists around the system. One may consider they are similar as
they are proportional to the amplitude of electromagnetic oscil-
lation surround the system though practically the former occurs
under comparatively limited conditions and causes peculiar phe-
nomena like lasing and usually we distinguish them.

The above discussion tells the importance of photon number
density in the radiation field in discussing the luminescence. Well known Planck’s law of radiation tells that the
photon density at energyE in a media is

P (E) =
8πn̄3E2

h3c3
1

exp(E/kBT )− 1
, (5.14)

n̄ being the refractive index (here we ignore absorption thus is real)
When the minority carriers are created by photon absorption under illumination, the distribution of carriers

deviates from the thermal equilibrium, which is described by a single chemical potential and a single tempera-
ture. Even in such a case, the carrier distribution function can be defined. We divide the distribution function
into that of electrons in the conduction bandfc, and that of electrons in the valence bandfv for convenience
(see the figure at the left side). Generally the relaxation inside a set of carriers with carrier-carrier collision
and also the intra-band relaxation due to carrier-lattice interaction are much faster than the interband carrier
recombination. This fact leads us to the following approximation. When electrons in the conduction band and
ones in the valence band of a semiconductor are in a steady state under steady illumination, they are in “quasi-
equilibrium”, under which we can apply Fermi distribution function tofc andfv with the same temperature but
with differentquasi chemical potentials (quasi Fermi levels). That is,

fc(E) =

[
exp

(
E − EFc

kBT

)
+ 1

]−1

, fv(E) =

[
exp

(
E − EFc

kBT

)
+ 1

]−1

. (5.15)
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Under the above approximation, let us consider the process in which an electron is excited from the energy
E1 in the valence band toE2 in the conduction band with absorbing a photon with energy~ω. The rate of such
a transitionR(1 → 2) is written as

R(1 → 2) = B12fv(1− fc)P (~ω), (5.16)

whereB12 is the transition probability of the process1 → 2.
The reverse process is that an electron excited toE2 relaxes toE1, emitting a photon. In the spontaneous

emission, the transition probability is independent from the density of photons and

R(sp, 2 → 1) = A21fc(E2)(1− fv(E1)). (5.17)

On the other hand, in the stimulated emission, the transition probability is proportional to the photon density
giving

R(st, 2 → 1) = B21fc(E2)(1− fv(E1))P (~ω). (5.18)

In the steady state, these transitions should be in balance:

R(1 → 2) = R(sp, 2 → 1) +R(st, 2 → 1). (5.19)

Substituting equations (5.14)−(5.18) to this condition of detailed balance and comparing the temperature de-
pendence in the both sides, we get the followingEinstein relations:

A21 =
8πn̄3E2

21

h3c3
B21, (5.20a)

B12 = B21. (5.20b)

The name of the equations are the same with eq.(4.5) but they are completely different.

5.2.2 Stimulated emission and light amplification (LASER)

Consider the case we prepare many two-level systems for the wavelength corresponding to the energy differ-
ence, such as atoms, and excite them to the upper levels. We shine a light tuned to this wavelength and get
stimulated emissions. Now the number of photons increases one by one with a single emission forming a kind
of chain reaction. Furthermore, the emitted photons are in phase and the amplitude of the light increases in
geometric progression. Roughly speaking this is the phenomenon called Light Amplification by Stimulated
Emission of Radiation,LASER.

We will see the device structures of semiconductor lasers and others in the later section. Here we just see the
rough criterion of lasing. We put it as the rate of stimulated emission becomes larger than that of spontaneous
emission, then

R(st, 2 → 1) > R(sp, 2 → 1). (5.21)

From (5.17) and (5.18), this condition can be expressed asfc(E2)[1− fv(E1)] > fv(E1)[1− fc(E2)] from the
relation (5.20), hence

EFc − EFv > E2 − E1. (5.22)

Namely the difference between the two quasi-Fermi energies caused by the carrier injection should be larger
than that of the photon emitted from the recombination.
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Ch. 2 Crystal growth and band structure of semiconductors

A representative form of material which does not have spatial periodic structure is that calledamorphus. In
an amorphus material, if you pick up an atom, the spatial positions of surrounding atoms are not very far from
those of the crystal but they also have strong local distortion and disorder, which disturb long range order in
the atomic location. In organic semiconductors, in particular polymer semiconductors, high degree of spatial
periodicity is kept inside the polymers. However in present status of materials, they generally have large
disorder in the positions and do not actually have the order. This is a bit similar to the polycrystals, which have
periodicities in grains but the boundaries are sets of imperfections and do not have long range order between
the grains. Because of the limitations in time we mainly strict ourselves to crystal semiconductors and skip the
discussion in disordered systems.

6 Crystal growth

(In this section I would like to use PowerPoint because the most of the part is on the figures.)
In order to utilise the structural sensitivity of semiconductors as functions to explore condensed matter

physics, to setup them as laboratories of quantum and many-body effects and to use them as devices, we need
to obtain, as the starting point, obtain crystals with very low concentrations of defects and impurities. For that,
the original materials with ultra high purity, higher than those in reagents by orders, should be prepared with
cheap cost, huge amount, in very short time, and with very low environmental load. The crystal growth is hence
a high field in the semiconductor industrial science. The physics, the main issue of this lecture, is not directly
connected to that field but I would like to introduce some in a very short time.

Crystal growth methods of inorganic semiconductors can be classified to one for three-dimensional bulk
growth and another for two-dimensional growth on wafers of crystals cut from three dimensional ingot. The
latter is called epitaxial growth.

6.1 Growth of bulk crystals

Mining and refinement of source materials are very important processes before the crystal growth, and we
need to choose the best degree of material quality and refinement method considering the cost and the final
product. In the case of crystalline silicon, it is said that astonishing purity of 11N(99.999999999%) is required
for substrates of MOS-LSI1, which is called “semiconductor grade”.

Seed

Single Si Crystal

Quartz Crucible

Water cooled chamber

Heat shield

Carbon heater

Graphite Crucible

Crucible support

Spill Tray

Electrode

Figure 5.3: Schematic drawing of Czochralski process. Left: Three-dimensional schematic illustration. Right:
Cross-sectional illustration.
From http://people.seas.harvard.edu/ jones/es154/lectures/lecture2/materials/materials.html

1Here they are using a special definition of “purity”. I have experienced that such an ultra-pure Si ingot contains a considerable
amount of oxygen measured from low temperature magnetic susceptibility measurement with a SQUID magnetometer. 11N is hence
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On the other hand, a solar cell device generally has an area 10 orders of magnitude wider than that of MOS-
LSI, and the tolerance for leakage current per area also differs by a few orders of magnitude. Hence for them,
the purity of 6N∼7N is enough under reduction of impurities that form non-radiative recombination centers or
pn characteristics degrading deep levels. Such wafers are called in “solar grade”.

In the latter, usually low quality Si called “metal grade” is used as a starting material. There have been
long term seekings for purification method with low power consumption and some new progress has been
made though the world market is now dominated by companies which provides cheap wafers produced with
traditional method in 2013. Such situation is largely affected by international affairs or economic atmosphere.
I am sorry but must say that “basic researches” are affected by such political situation in reality.

Bulk single crystals of inorganic semiconductors are usually obtained from gradual solidification by cooling
from high temperature melts. This is comparatively easy for single element semiconductor Si or Ge. In the
growths of compound semiconductors, mixed melts of multiple elements should be prepared and the difference
in melting point, vapour pressure and mutual solubility are the possible problems.

6.1.1 Czochralski process

In Czochralski (CZ) process, as illustrated in Fig.5.3 a thin seed crystal is put down to the surface of a melt
from source materials, and a thick cylindrical crystal is pulled up. The grown crystal is formed in a cylindrical
shape because the seed is rotated during the pulling up growth process. This is a representative method to obtain
a dislocation free crystal of Si. The thin disk form popular for LSI wafer appears after slicing the cylindrical
columnar shape.

As

seed crystal

GaAs crystal
GaAs melt

quartz tube
quartz boat

heater

jacket with heater movements
T

x

610 Cº

1250 Cº

Figure 5.4: Schematic illustration of a boat
method (horizontal Bridgeman process).

Such a primitive CZ method cannot generally be ap-
plied to compound semiconductors due to large difference
in the evaporation pressure. Actually CZ method is often
adopted in growth of III-V semiconductors GaAs, InP, GaP,
etc. but not in the primitive form because the group V ma-
terials have much higher vapour pressures than those of the
group III, resulting in the rapid escape of group V materials
from the melts. Instead,Liquid Encapsulated Czochral-
ski (LEC) process, in which the melt of the sources is en-
capsulated with an inert liquid like B2O3.

6.1.2 Boat method

Another popular method for bulk-growth of compound
semiconductors is the one called “boat method”. The
boat method is further classified into horizontal Bridgeman

(HB) method and temperature gradient freeze method. In the former, a furnace with two temperature regions is
moved along a boat, in which the source materials are melt, and from one end the melt is freezed into a single
crystal.

Figure 5.4 shows a schematic illustration of HB method for the case of GaAs. Initially a metallic solid As
is set to one end of a quartz tube, which also contains a quartz made boat. In the beginning Ga melt and a
seed crystal are in the boat. The side of the As metal is heated to 610◦C while the other side to 1250◦C. As
sublimates severely above 600◦C and gets into Ga melt forming GaAs melt. At 1250◦C, GaAs is in melting
phase and at 610◦C in solid phase. As the furnace moves to the right in the figure, a GaAs single crystal is
solidified from the end of the seed crystal to the right.

the value on the ignorance of these impurities. Oxygen has little effect on logic LSIs but is a problem in the application for power
devices.
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6.1.3 Zone melting method

As mentioned in the footnote in page5-6, “ultrahigh purity” Si actually often contains high concentration of
oxygen, which mainly comes from the crucibles during the growth. For power MOS FET or other devices in
which such oxygen causes troubles, single crystals are grown byfloating zonemelting (FZ) method. In the
initial stage, a rod of polycrystal with a high purity is prepared in standing manner and a seed crystal is put on
top of the rod. At first a zone of the polycrystal rod from the top is melted e.g., by concentration of infrared
beam with confocal method or by rf loss heating. The melt in contact with the seed crystal changes into single
crystal and the melted zone slowly goes down to form a single crystal rod. During the process the melt does
not touch any other materials and the high purity of polycrystal is kept. On the other hand, such big radiuses of
grown rods as those in CZ method cannot be obtained.

6.2 Epitaxial growth of thin films

Epitaxial growth , in which thin crystal films are grown with deposition of materials onto crystal substrates, is
classified intoliquid phase epitaxy(LPE),vapor phase epitaxy(VPE), and epitaxy in vacuum or in very low
pressure gas. Here I will pick up metal organic vapor phase epitaxy (MOVPE) and molecular beam epitaxy
(MBE) from the number of epitaxial growth methods.

6.2.1 Metal-organic vapor phase epitaxy

TMG AsH3

H2 N2

RF heating coil

GaAs substrate

susceptor

Figure 5.5: Extremely simplified schematic illustration
of MOVPE (MOCVD) apparatus of GaAs deposition.
The “suscepter” absorbs the power of RF and gets heat.

Also often called as Metal organic chemical vapour
deposition (MOCVD). Often used for the growth of
compound semiconductors. Let us see the case of
GaAs.

In general in epitaxial growth of a thin film crys-
tal, component materials are carried onto the sub-
strate with some carriers or with some other method,
and react with the substrate surface to form single
crystal films. Therefore the keys for the growth are
the surface states of the substrate, the way of carry-
ing the materials, the dynamics of deposited atoms,
etc. In the case of MOVPE, the sources are carried by
hydrogen and nitrogen gases. Ga is put on tri-methyl
gallium ((CH)3Ga, TMG), and As on arsine (AsH3).
They are carried onto the substrate and decomposed
into atoms on the surface by heating. Then they are
chemically bonded to the surface atoms to form GaAs
crystal films. Omitting all the intermediate chemical reactions and the initial and the final states can be written
as

(CH3)3Ga+AsH3 −→ GaAs+3CH4.

TMG and arsine have low vapor pressures and as shown in Fig.5.5, liquids of them are bubbled with
hydrogen to be vaporized. Hydrogen gas is deoxidizing atmosphere for GaAs surface. Thus flat and high
quality films can be grown though the actual chemical reaction is not so simple. Doping of impurities, growth
of mixed crystals are possible with preparation of materials. All of metal organic gases of group II or III, arsine
or phosphine of group V are explosive and at the same time nerve gases. They are extremely dangerous and
should be treated with highest care and rigid safeguards.

6.2.2 Molecular beam epitaxy

Molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) is a representative growth method of ultra-thin semiconductor films. Charac-
teristic features are: (1) deposition in ultra-high vacuum; (2) single crystalline substrates and various methods
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for surface cleaning; (3) heating of substrates to activate the motions of deposited atoms; (4) stoichiometric
deposition of materials is not always required; (5)in situ characterization of grown films in various ways is
possible because the growth front is always on the surface to the vacuum.

molecular beam cells

RHEED
screen

electron gun

shutters

load lock
chamber

gate valve

quadrupole
mass spectrometer

substrate holder

beam flux monitor

growth
chamber

outlet of liquid nitrogen

outlet of liquid nitrogen

shutter rotation

RHEED screen

molecular beam cell

substrate rotation

growth chamber

load lock chambergate valvecontrol panel

(a) (b)

Figure 5.6: (a) Schematic illustration of an MBE machine. (b) Photograph of
a real machine (RIBER S32).

Figure5.6(a) is a schematic
illustration of an MBE ma-
chine, (b) shows a photograph
of a real machine. In or-
der for keeping ultra-high vac-
uum in the growth chamber, (a)
“pre-evacuation chamber(s)” is
used for loading and unload-
ing of substrates. Molecular
beam cells (Knudsen cells, K-
cells; Langmuir cells, L-cells),
which have sources of evap-
oration in them, are kept at
intermediate temperatures for
them to avoid adsorption of gas
molecules. While the growth,

the shrouds covering substrate, heating system and molecular beam cells are cooled down with continuous flow
of liquid nitrogen to adsorb outgassed molecules. When evaporations are going on, the source molecules are
inside the chamber and the total gas pressure increases, which makes the quality of vacuum obscure. To mon-
itor the quality, we need a partial pressure gauge for gas species. That requirement, not 100 % is fulfilled by
a mass spectrometer, with which partial pressure can be measured as a function of the ratio of the molecular
mass to the charge.

Substrates for growths are introduced into the preparation (pre-evacuation) chamber after surface cleaning
with chemical etching and protection of the cleaned surface with oxidation. The oxide film at the surface is
evaporated simply by heating the substrate in ultra-high vacuum.
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GaAs RHEED intensity oscillation

shutter open

Figure 5.7: Upper-left: RHEED image for two-dimensional MBE
growth. The intense spot at upper-center is the mirror spot. The
right shows the oscillation of the intensity at the mirror spot as the
film grows. The cartoons illustrate the surface states at indicated
points in the intensity oscillation of the mirror spot.

To confirm the evaporation and to see
the growth mode during the growth, we
need some in-situ monitor of the surface
state. For that purpose a conventional
method is refractive high energy electron
diffraction, RHEED. In the RHEED tech-
nique, as illustrated in Fig.5.6(a), elec-
tron beam with 15∼30keV acceleration is
injected onto the surface with very shal-
low angle and the diffraction pattern of
reflected beam is imaged on the illumina-
tion screen. The image reflects the atomic
structure of the surface, that is, it is the
pattern of reciprocal lattice. Because the
incident beam goes onto the surface with
very shallow angle, when the surface is
a mirror, the diffraction is close to two-
dimensional, that is, the diffraction pattern
is a set of vertical reciprocal lattice “rods”.The image on the screen is a slice of the reciprocal rods with a plane
almost parallel to the rods. Actual diffraction patterns of rods have some widths due to various reasons and in
such a two-dimensional growth, images like upper-left of Fig.5.7 are obtained.

The image in Fig.5.7 has a strong diffraction spot at upper-center. This is due to the simple mirror-like
reflection from the surface (mirror spot) and the more flat is the surface, the higher the intensity is. After
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opening the shutters molecular beams reach the substrate and the growth starts. Molecules or atoms migrate on
the surface of the substrate with thermal activation after adsorbation and hit the lattice points at last, forming
strong bonding to substrate crystals. This is one of the possible mechanisms for crystal growth and such a “state
of growth” is called “growht mode”. The growth mode mentioned above is called layer-by-layer mode.

In the initial stage of layer-by-layer mode, one atomic monolayer growth contains a cycle from a flat surface
through a rough surface to a new flat surface. Such a single cycle causes one period in intensity oscillation
of mirror spot. The oscillation hence makes it possible for us to monitor the growth of each atomic layer.
The oscillation damps in proceeding of the growth due to some incoherency though in many cases growth
interruption recovers the flatness for lowering the surface energy of roughness. These properties opens up a
way to “flat surface growth” of “migration enhanced epitaxy”, in which the intensity of mirror spot is monitored
and the shutters are controlled to keep the highest intensity in the oscillation.

With increasing substrate temperatures, generally the dominant growth mechanism changes into “step flow
mode”, in which migrating atoms on the surface attach to the edges of surface steps causing widening of
terraces, that is, flow of steps. In this mode no oscillation occurs.

7 Energy band structure

In chapter 1, we saw that we can derive many properties of a solid from the band structure. One of the desti-
nations of band calculation in material science is: given the atomic species and the crystal structure then the
band structure can be accurately obtained without fitting to experiments. Surprisingly this is not 100% attained
even at the present stage. There are so many “first principles band calculation” packages, which name can
be used as long as they do not use material specific parameters. However, many of them are internally using
some “parameters” other than those for atoms in the vacuum. Properties of semiconductors strongly depend on
the details of band edge structures, which cannot be obtained from many of “first principles calculations”. As
described in a famous book by Harrison [1], simplest calculation based on atomic orbitals can provide 50-70%
values of band gaps. On the other hand, it is very hard to obtain accurate band parameters. Here I introduce
some traditional ways to calculate band structures, which utilizes experimentally obtained parameters. Hence
they are band estimation rather than band calculation, but they are still frequently used because they can provide
comparatively reliable band structures from simple calculations and few experimental parameters.

7.1 Empty lattice approximation and symmetry of fcc crystal

k

0 p/a-p/a

E k( )Let us try a “gedanken experiment”, in which we weaken the potential of a
one-dimensional lattice and observe the energy band in the reduced zone rep-
resentation. The band gap gets smaller and in the limit of zero-potential, dis-
appears. This is nothing but the state of free electrons though if we still think
that the free space has periodicity of the lattice (this is 100% justified!) we
can utilize the reduced zone representation. Also in three dimensional space
we can consider three dimensional lattices and reciprocal lattices for the free
space and use reduced zone representation in the first Brillouin zone. We can
take it as an “approximation” for lattice, which only extracts symmetries of lat-
tices, and call itempty lattice approximation. The figure in upper-light shows
one-dimensional empty lattice approximation, in which the absence of avoided crossings is the only difference
from NFE.

Let us go up to three-dimensional systems and pick up the fcc lattice, of which the unit cell is illustrated
in Fig.5.8(a). As illustrated in Fig.5.8(b), the reciprocal lattice for fcc is body centered cubic (bcc) as shown
below. The zone center (0,0,0) is calledΓ-point. In taking primitive lattice vectors as in Fig.5.8(a),

a

2
(1, 1, 0),

a

2
(0, 1, 1),

a

2
(1, 0, 1) (a:lattice constant) (5.23)
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Distance Reciprocal lattice points Numbers
0 : (0,0,0) 1√
3: (1,1,1)，(1,1,-1)，(1,-1,1)，· · · 8
2 : (2,0,0)，(0,2,0)，(0,0,2)，(-2,0,0),· · · 6√
8 : (2,2,0)，(2,0,2)，(0,2,2)，(-2,2,0)，· · · 12√

11 : (3,1,1)，(1,3,1)，(1,1,3)，(-3,1,1)，· · · 24

Table 5.1: Classification of reciprocal
lattice points on the distance fromΓ
point (unitG0 ≡ 2π/a).

from (B.6) basic reciprocal lattice vectors are

g1 =
2π

a
(1, 1,−1), g2 =

2π

a
(−1, 1, 1), g3 =

2π

a
(1,−1, 1), (5.24)
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kx
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g3
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(a)

a
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a
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z y a1

a2

a3

Figure 5.8: (a) shows lattice points for face cen-
tered cubit (fcc) in a unit cell. (b) shows reciprocal
lattice for fcc, which is body centered cubic (bcc).

which give bcc structure as shown in Fig.5.8(b).
As we easily see in the one-dimensional case, the

boundaries of Brillouin zones are determined by the
planes vertically cut the mid points of reciprocal vectors
to the neighboring reciprocal lattice points as shown in
Fig.5.9(a). The smallest space surrounded with such planes
containingΓ-point is the first Brillouin zone. Fig.5.9(b)
shows the first Brillouin zone of the fcc lattice.

Specific symboles are assigned to points with high
symmetry in the first Brillouin zone as L (mid points of ba-
sic reciprocal lattice vectors), X (mid points of neighboring
Γ points), or W or K as indicated in Fig.5.9(b). The sym-
bols are coming from group theory for symmetry. From
Tab.5.1, we count the number of points whose distances

from Γ point are less than
√
11 in fcc reciprocal lattice as 51. We also see that in Fig.5.9 the crossing points of

parabolas onΓ-point are 3，4，8，11，· · · .
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Figure 5.9: (a) A Brillouin baundary in three dimensional space. (b)
First Brillouin zone of fcc lattice. Points with high symmetry are indi-
cated in solid circles, symmetrical lines in open circles. Broken lines
through (1)∼(4) form the horizontal axis in (c). (c) Energy diagram in
empty lattice approximation in fcc symmetry.G0 = 2π/a．[1,1,1]，
[2,0,0] areΓ-equivalent points. Scale in right axis is the position of the
Fermi enery for valencyZ, i.e. (2Z × 3/4π)2/3.

Figure 5.9(c) shows empty lat-
tice approximation of fcc lattice. Be-
cause of the difficulty to plot in 3-
dimensional space, the plot is on
the lines (1)∼(4) drawn in (b). Be-
sidesΓ = [0, 0, 0]-point, as men-
tioned aboveL = [1/2, 1/2, 1/2]，
X = [1, 0, 0]，K = [1, 1/4, 1/4]
are highly symmetric points and ex-
pansion diagrams along lines go-
ing through these points are often
adopted to represent the band struc-
ture of fcc lattice. As can be seen
in the figure, the first Brillouin zone
has 8L-points, 6X-points and 24
K-points (U -points in Fig.5.9(c) are
equivalent toK-points).

Reduced zone representation of
empty lattice approximation con-
sists of overlapping of the parabo-
las which have their bottoms atΓ-
equivalent points. The higher the ki-
netic energy is, the more the number
of parabolas and the more complex
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the dipersion lines are. In Fig.5.9(c) the bottom positions of parabolas are indicated though not complete. At
zone boundaries degenerated points appear due to symmetries, where energ gaps open up for finite lattice po-
tential. As seen above, though the empty lattice approximation only treats completely free electrons, we may
obtain some outline of band structure from reduced zone diagrams such as in Fig.5.9(c). In crystals with weak
binding potential for outer shell electrons, actual band structures resemble the free electron model

7.2 Band structure fitting calculation

The following empirical pseudo potential method and k·p methos are traditional ways to obtain band structres,
which are treated in most of semiconductor textbooks and still in actual use in many stages. The former gives
comparatively accurate global band structures from very small numbers of parameters and the latter is suitable
for obtaining more accurate band parameters around band edges or in the vicinity of highly symmetric points.
“Non-empirical” pseudo-potential method is a kind of first principle calculations, which are adopted in some
packages of first principle calculation.

7.2.1 Empirical pseudo potential method

Time-independent part Schrödinger equaiton in a periodic potentialV (r) = V (r+R)(R is an arbitrary lattice
vector) is written as

H ψ(r) =

(
− ~2

2m
∇2 + V (r)

)
ψ(r) = Eψ(r). (5.25)

And we write a solution of the above in the Bloch form with dropping the band index as

ψ(r) = eik·ruk(r). (5.26)

The lattice periodic partV (r), uk(r) can be written in the Fourier expansion with the reciprocal lattice vector
G as

V (r) =
∑
G

VGe
iG·r, uk(r) =

∑
G

CGe
iG·r. (5.27)

Substituting (5.26) and (5.27) into (5.25), we obtain

∑
G

[{
~2

2m
(k +G)2 − E)

}
CG +

∑
G′

VG−G′CG′

]
ei(k+G)·r = 0.

Because each term in the summation ofG should be zero, we obtain simultaneous equations for{CG} as

∑
G′

[{
~2

2m
(k +G)2 − E

}
δGG′ + VG−G′

]
CG′ = 0, (5.28)

and the condition for the existence of non-trivial solution is∣∣∣∣[{ ~2

2m
(k +G)2 − E

}
δGG′ + VG−G′

]
GG′

∣∣∣∣ = 0. (5.29)

If we can perform perfect expansion of (5.28) in an actual crystal, the solution of the secular equation (5.29)
gives the accurate band structureE(k). Equation (5.29) tells that requirements for this calculation are the
coefficientVG of Fourier expansion of periodic lattice potential.

In pseudo potential methodwe calculate “effective”VG under the following concepts.
(1) Structures of valence band and conduction band below and above the Fermi level determine the properties
of semiconductors. The outermost electrons of consisting atoms are forming these bands. The inner electrons
are strongly bound around nuclei and can be included into the periodic crystal potential. Hence we apply the
above secular equation only for the outermost electrons.
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(2) (Characteristic for pseudo potential method) In the vicinity of nuclei,V (r
¯
) can be approximated withr

being the distance from the nucleons andZ being the atomic number as

V (r) = Ze/r,

and the outermost electron wavefunction should have stronger space modulation in the amplitude. On the other
hand, far from the nucleus, the inner electrons (let the number beZc) screens the potential and the effective
atomic number decreases toZ ′ = Z − Zc. Furthermore if we take into account the electron-electron mutual
interaction in,e.g., mean field approximation, the screening gives faster decay of potential thanr−1 resulting
in much weaker spatial modulation of the wavefunction. As we have seen in the tight-binding approximation
(Sec.2.4), the band structure is dominated with the overlapping of wavefunctions in neighboring sites, that is,
this weak potential part determines the band structure in practice.

If we perform the Fourier expansion ofV (r) itself, strong spatial modulation around the nuclei introduces
lots of high frequency components, which are nothing to do with the band structure. Such high frequency
coefficientsVG not only introduce useless calculations but also make it difficult to solve the secular equation
eq.(5.29).

The above consideration brings about the central concept of pseudo potential method. We look for a “pseudo
potential” which simplifies the wave function around the nucleus but reproduces the tailing part of the wave-
function. Then obtainVG for this pseudo potential and solve the secular equation (5.29).

W rp( )

rrc
0

r

eZ '

The simplest example can be as in the left figure

Wp(r) = 0 (r < rc), Wp(r) = Z ′e/r (r ≥ rc). (5.30)

Takingrc to an appropriate value, we can approximately repro-
duce the tail of wavefunctions, keeping the eigen energies. Be-
cause the potential around the ion core is flat, a pseudo potential
with small wavenumber expansion can be constituted. Summing

upWp on the positions of unit cellsRj , we obtain a pseudo potential for the crystal potential as

Vp(r) =
∑
j,α

Wα
p (r −Rj − τα), (5.31)

whereα is the index of atomic positions in the unit cell andτα are relative positions of constituting atoms from
a certain point in the unit cell.

Because potential (5.31) has the lattice periodicity, it can be Fourier expanded with wavenumber of recip-
rocal lattice pointsK.

vp(K) =

∫ ∑
j,α

Wα
p (r −Rj − τα)e

−iK·r dr

V

Let r′ ≡ r −Rj − τα, N : number of unit cells, Ω : unit cell volume, Frome−iK·Rj = 1

=
1

N

∑
j

e−iK·Rj
∑
α

e−iK·τα
1

Ω

∫
Ω
Wα

p (r
′)e−iK·r′

dr =
∑
α

e−iK·τα
1

Ω

∫
Ω
Wα

p (r
′)e−iK·r′

dr′,

=
∑
α

e−iK·ταwα
p (K). (5.32)

wα
p (K) is the Fourier transform of (5.30), and depends on the atomic speciesα, that is the strength and

functional form of nuclear potential, not on the crystal structure, and calledform factor . On the other hand
e−iK·τα depends only on the crystal structure and calledstructure factor . This separation of factors make it
possible to estimate band structure based on the analogies between the crystals.

In the case of zinc blende structure, from Fig.5.10(b), we can writeτ 1 = −a(1/8, 1/8, 1/8) = −τ 2 ≡ τ .
Then (5.32) is written as

vp(K) = eiK·τ1v1p(K) + e−iK·τ1v2p(K) = (v1p + v2p) cosK ·τ + (v1p − v2p) sinK ·τ
= vsp(K) cosK ·τ + vap(K) sinK ·τ . (5.33)
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Figure 5.10: (a) Unit cell of a zinc blende crystal
(GaAs). Alternate occupation of lattice points in dia-
mond structure with group III (Ga) atoms and group
IV (As) atoms. In the tetrahedron indicated by bro-
ken lines, apices are occupied with As and the cen-
ter with Ga. (b) A primitive cell contains a Ga an
an As atoms. Let the edge length of the unit cell in
(a) a, and take the lattice point at the center between
Ga and As then their coordinates are from the lattice
point (a/8)(1, 1, 1) and(−a/8)(1, 1, 1) respectively.

vsp(111) vsp(220) vsp(311) vap(111) vap(200) vap(311)

Si −2.856 0.544 1.088 0 0 0
Ge −3.128 0.136 0.816 0 0 0

GaAs −3.128 0.136 0.816 0.952 0.68 0.136
CdTe −2.72 0 0.544 2.04 1.224 0.544

Table 5.2: Empirically obtained form factors of pseudo potential from optical reflection coefficients for rep-
resentative fcc semiconductors in unit of eV．The values are taken from M L. Cohen and T. K. Bergstresser,
Phys. Rev.141, 789 (1966).

Herevsp andvap are symmetric and anti-symmetric part of the form factorvp, sin and cosine functional part is
the structure factor. In the case of diamond structure (like Si or Ge), from the symmetryv1p = v2p andvap = 0.

To obtain the value of form factor we need detailed functional form of the pseudo potential. Here comes the
idea of “empirical” pseudo potential method, in which we ratherdetermine the form factors from experiments
as fitting parameters than to calculate them deductively from the specific form of pseudo potential.

7.2.2 Global band structures of semiconductors with diamond and zinc blende structures

In the case of diamond structurevap(K) = 0, and because of the original concept of pseudo potential, we
only need to calculatevsp(K) for reciprocal lattice points with small|K|. Here we restrict|K| ≤

√
11, then

aK/2π = (000)，(111)，(200)，(220)，(310) and their reversed points, 51 in total as in page 7.1 (for a while
we drop the commas between the vector components. Accordingly the size of the matrix in the left hand side
in (5.28) is 51×51.

The potential for|K| = 0 just shifts the energy and is set to zero. And from the above approximation,
the terms for|K| >

√
11 are also dropped. The atomic potential is as in (5.30), supposed to have spherical

symmetry. The form factors, which are the Fourier transform fo the potential, should also be a function of
the absolute value of wavenumber. We thus only need to know the form factors for (111), (200), (220), (311)
below the distance

√
11. Even among them for(200) the structure factorcosK ·τ is zero and we do not need

to know the value or can put it as zero. And the last three are required. Then form factors are determined
to fit to experimentally measured quantities. A way for further decreasing of the number of parameters is to
determinerc in (5.30) to obtainvsp(K) and perform the iteration to explain the experiments. Table 5.2 shows
three parametersvsp(K) chosen as to fit to the optical reflection coefficients in experiments for representative
diamond and zinc blende structure semiconductors.

Procedures of pseudo potential calculation for zinc blende semiconductors are similar to the above though
vap(K) is now finite. In the case of GaAs in Tab.5.2, since Ga and As locate in the both sides of Ge in the
periodic table, the value of Ge is also adopted forvsp(K). From (5.33), the anti-symmetric term is proportional
to sinK·τ , there is thus no contribution from (220), and those from (110)，(200)，(311) should be considered.
Table 5.2 shows the results to reproduce optical measurements. Similarly in the case of a II-VI semiconductor
CdTe, the value of Sn (gray tin) forvsp(K) is adopted and others are obtained from experiments.
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Figure 5.11: Band structures (solid lines )of (a) Si and (b) GaAs, obtained from the form factors in Tab.5.2.
Broken lines show the results of linear muffin-tin orbital (LMTO) method, which is one of the simplest “first
principles calculations”. The two results are shifted to have the same value at the top of valence band. Energy
zeroE(k) = 0 is taken to the Fermi energy in the pseudo potential calculations.

Having the values ofvp(K), we substitute them into (5.29) and solve the eigenvalue problem of the 51×51
matrix and obtainE(k). Global band structures thus obtained are shown in Fig.5.11.

Because the above calculations do not take care of the spin-orbit interaction, which actually has important
contributions to the band structure, in particular at the top of valence band, the three bands are degenerated.
In pseudo potential calculations which take into account the spin-orbit contribution, one of the three branches
goes down. In the results for Ge shown in Fig.5.12, clear spin-orbit splitting at the top of the valence band is
observed.

Above obtained band structures of Si, GaAs, Ge (representative diamond, zinc blende type semiconductors)
are shown in Fig.5.11 and Fig.5.12. The bottoms of conduction band of Si are close toX-points though a bit
inside the first Brillouin zone, while it is atΓ-point in GaAs and they are atL-points in Ge. Schematic drawing
of equipotential surfaces are thus shown in Fig.5.13, which are probably familiar to the readers. From Fig.5.11
and Fig.5.12, we see that the expressions in Fig.5.13 are a bit exaggerated.

As can be seen above, Si has six equivalent bottoms in the first Brillouin zone, which are calledvalleys. In
metallic doped n-type samples, the number of Fermi surfaces is that of valleys, to which we should pay attention
in performing,e.g., some integration over the Fermi surfaces. GaAs has a single valley atGamma-point and
the effective mass is almost isotropic. Ge has valleys atL-points and there are 8 equivalentL-points just at
the Brillouin zone boundaries. Hence each valley is divided by the neighboring zones and the effective valley
number is 4.
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Figure 5.12: Global band structure of Ge calculated with em-
pirical pseudo potential method. The spin-orbit interaction
is taken into account and the top of the valence band shows
spin-orbit splitting. From ref.[2].
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Figure 5.13: Schematic drawings of equipotential surfaces for (a) Si, (b) GaAs, (c) Ge conduction band valleys
from the information obtained in the pseudo potential calculation of Fig.5.12. In the case of Ge, which has the
valleys atL-points, because the region is limited to the first Brillouin zone, the boundaries cut the centers of
the spheroidal valleys.
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